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Introduction

• what processes quench galaxies during the cosmic noon?


indices from abundances, stellar population structure, residual gas 

• how do quenched galaxies stay quiescent for ~9 Gyr ?

from the ratio of FIR to observed (uncorrected) FUV luminosity densities (Figure 8) as a

function of redshift, using FUVLFs from Cucciati et al. (2012) and Herschel FIRLFs from
Gruppioni et al. (2013). At z < 2, these estimates agree reasonably well with the measure-

ments inferred from the UV slope or from SED fitting. At z > 2, the FIR/FUV estimates

have large uncertainties owing to the similarly large uncertainties required to extrapolate
the observed FIRLF to a total luminosity density. The values are larger than those for

the UV-selected surveys, particularly when compared with the UV values extrapolated to

very faint luminosities. Although galaxies with lower SFRs may have reduced extinction,
purely UV-selected samples at high redshift may also be biased against dusty star-forming

galaxies. As we noted above, a robust census for star-forming galaxies at z ≫ 2 selected
on the basis of dust emission alone does not exist, owing to the sensitivity limits of past

and present FIR and submillimeter observatories. Accordingly, the total amount of star

formation that is missed from UV surveys at such high redshifts remains uncertain.

Figure 9: The history of cosmic star formation from (top right panel) FUV, (bottom right panel) IR,
and (left panel) FUV+IR rest-frame measurements. The data points with symbols are given in Table
1. All UV luminosities have been converted to instantaneous SFR densities using the factor KFUV =
1.15 × 10−28 (see Equation 10), valid for a Salpeter IMF. FIR luminosities (8–1,000µm) have been
converted to instantaneous SFRs using the factor KIR = 4.5 × 10−44 (see Equation 11), also valid for a
Salpeter IMF. The solid curve in the three panels plots the best-fit SFRD in Equation 15.

Figure 9 shows the cosmic SFH from UV and IR data following the above prescriptions,

as well as the best-fitting function

ψ(z) = 0.015
(1 + z)2.7

1 + [(1 + z)/2.9]5.6
M⊙ year−1 Mpc−3. (15)

These state-of-the-art surveys provide a remarkably consistent picture of the cosmic SFH:

a rising phase, scaling as ψ(z) ∝ (1 + z)−2.9 at 3 ∼
< z ∼

< 8, slowing and peaking at some
point probably between z = 2 and 1.5, when the Universe was ∼ 3.5 Gyr old, followed by
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COSMOS pBzK + UVJp sample

977 quiescent galaxies in COSMOS with:


•  joint BzK & UVJ selection

•  no 24 μm detection at 3σ (r.m.s. ~8 μJy)


•  logM* > 10.8, ⟨M*⟩ = 1.2×1011 M⊙
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Mass-matched pBzK + UVJp sample
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     early-type morphologies: n ~ 3, reff ~ 1.5 kpc
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Far-infrared stacks (2D)

Correction for satellite contamination 
based on UV-corrected SFR profile
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Far-infrared stacks (2D)

Correction for satellite contamination 
based on UV-corrected SFR profile
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15”

Diffuse X-ray emission:

M200 = 1-3×1013 M⊙

SF satellites, passive centrals

SF satellites, SF centrals Gobat et  al. 2015, A&A 581, 56

Satellite halos

Depressed sSFR closer to the central 

SFR density does not follow SF satellite 
number density



Far-infrared stacks (SED)



z~1.8 MS  
(Magdis et al. 2012)

best-fit Draine & Li 2007

Radio excess 

(~5×1022 W/Hz)

   log10LIR = 10.46 ± 0.14   ⟹   SFRIR = 4.8+1.8 M⊙ yr-1


                                                   log10Mdust =  8.00 ± 0.2 

                                                   Tdust =  23.8 ± 1.8 K

-1.3

~2-3 dex above z~0 ETGs 

~10 K colder than MS

Far-infrared stacks (SED)



(see Lianou et al. 2016)

log10Mdust =  8.00 ± 0.20 


log10Mgas = 9.98 ± 0.20


⟹ ~1-2 dex above z~0  

            gas-rich ETGs

G/D ~ 100


(z~0 ETGs, ~Z☉ MS galaxies)

(UV-rest-frame stellar Z~Z☉ in z~1.4 ETGs)

Gas mass



Star formation efficiency (SFE) 
lower by a factor ~3

Star formation rate below the 
main sequence by ~1.5 dex



z ~ 0 galaxies

ETG

SF

ETG

SF

z > 1.5 ETGs

Star formation efficiency (SFE) 
lower by a factor ~3

Star formation rate below the 
main sequence by ~1.5 dex



High dust & gas fractions in z > 1.5 quiescent galaxies

fgas = Mgas/(Mgas+M*) = 7.4+4.6 %  (1/4 of the MS)-3.0

(Gobat et al., arXiv:1703.02207)

consumption  
without  

replenishment



Mass-matched spectroscopic ETG subsample

VLT/VIMOS observations of 31 BzK-selected quiescent galaxies in COSMOS


⟨z⟩ = 1.51, ⟨M*⟩ = 1.2×1011 M⊙ (Salpeter IMF), ⟨E(B-V)⟩ = 0.12


Stellar metallicity from rest-frame UV spectroscopy ~ 1 Z⊙

pBzK+UVJp 
sample



Median stacked 2D spectra (same relative scale)

ETG

stars

The VIMOS spectra are spatially (semi-)resolved

Spectroscopic ETG subsample: stacked 2D spectrum
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at high redshift (Gobat et al. 2017, A&A 599, 95)



Spectroscopic ETG subsample: resolved [OII] emission

extended [OII]3727Å flux: (3.4±0.3)×10-18 erg s-1 cm-2


if star formation, SFROII = 4.5 ± 1 M⊙ yr-1 

close to the FIR value SFRIR ≅ 4.8 M⊙ yr-1

flux calibration + dust & aperture corrections

residuals at ~3727Å

stacked profiles 

(imaging vs spectra)



Hydrodynamical 
simulations

1. non-expulsive quenching 
process leaves significant 
amounts of gas


2. transition to low SFE mode 
when fgas ⪝ 15%


3. bulge stabilisation keeps 
SFE low, even after later re-
accretion of gas
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low residual star 
formation in z >1.4 ETGs 
from both emission-line 
and far-infrared 
diagnostics. 

~1.5 dex below the MS

Summary

high dust and 
gas fractions 

(10%) 

~1-2 dex 

above the MS

non-exhaustive 
quenching 

process

low Tdust (-10 K) 
low SFE (×1/3)

stabilization by 
bulge and halo
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